CALL TO ORDER
At 7:00 p.m., Chairman Randy Mohr called the Zoning Board of Appeals meeting to order.

ROLL CALL
Members present: Randy Mohr (Chairman), Scott Cherry, Karen Clementi, Tom LeCuyer, Donna McKay (Vice-Chair) and Dick Thompson
Also present was: Planning & Zoning Manager- Angela Zubko & Mike Hoffman-Teska & Associates
Absent: Dick Whitfield
In the audience: Greg Witek, Rob Kail & Greg and Nancy Austin

A quorum was present to conduct business.

MINUTES
Karen Clementi motioned to approve the January 5, 2015 ZBA meeting minutes as written. Dick Thompson seconded the motion. All were in favor and minutes were approved.

Chairman Mohr swore in anyone interested in talking at this meeting.

PETITIONS
#15-04 Greg Witek
Planner Zubko stated the property is located at 7196 Whitfield Road in the Village of Millbrook. The petitioner is requesting a variance to construct a detached garage that will be located in the 150’ front yard setback from the centerline of the roadway. The structure is proposed to be located 50’ from the centerline of the roadway (15’ from the right-of-way) requesting a 100’ variance. The reason he is requesting the variance is the steep slopes down to the river and floodplain. The other structures in the area are close as well. Planner Zubko has talked to the township and they were comfortable to allow the structure to match the northern property which is 30’ from the right-of-way (65’ from the centerline of the roadway). This will be moved onto the Village of Millbrook’s Board tomorrow night for final approval.

Chairman Mohr asked if another road cut will be requested. Planner Zubko stated no, they will use the existing road cuts. There was brief discussion on the other structures in the area and their distances.

Chairman Mohr opened the meeting for public testimony.

Greg Witek introduced himself and is available for questions. There was some discussion on the topography of the site. The petitioner stated he thinks the drop off from the centerline of the roadway to the river is about 90’.

With no further testimony made, Chairman Mohr closed the testimony.

The Findings of Fact were reviewed for a variance, they were approved as follows:
That the particular physical surroundings, shape, or topographical condition of the specific property involved would result in a particular hardship or practical difficulty upon the owner if the strict letter of the regulations were carried out. The property is heavily wooded and has a steep slope down to the river. The closer to the roadway the flatter the property is.

That the conditions upon which the requested variation is based would not be applicable, generally, to other property within the same zoning classification. Many A-1 properties have structures that are closer than the minimum 150' setback including this home on the property. This property is more unique in that the steep topography on this property down to the river.

That the alleged difficulty or hardship has not been created by any person presently having an interest in the property. The hardship of mature oak trees and the topography has always existed on this site. The petitioner did not create this lot.

That the granting of the variation will not materially be detrimental to the public welfare or substantially injurious to other property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located. The closest neighbors are over 400' away and should not affect surrounding property owners.

That the proposed variation will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to adjacent property, or substantially increase the congestion in the public streets or increase the danger of fire, or endanger the public safety or substantially diminish or impair property values within the neighborhood. They will use the existing driveway and the closest neighbors are over 400' away. This variation will not impair light or air to adjacent properties.

With no further discussion Tom Lecuyer made a motion, seconded by Donna McKay to approve the findings of fact and approve the variance of 65’ from the centerline of the roadway. With a roll call vote of 6-0 were in favor and the variance was approved.

#15-06 Village of Millbrook/Keller
Planner Zubko stated this is located at 19 Sherman Street, the petitioner is the Village of Millbrook with the County. Back in 2008 the Village rezoned this parcel but it didn’t go through our zoning process. The intergovernmental agreement was in effect at the time so they should have so this is corrected any errors made. This was discovered as this property is for sale and is contingent on rezoning of the property. They’re looking to rezone 0.22 acres of their 0.46 acre parcel from R-3 (Residential) to M-1 (Manufacturing District) to match the existing zoning on the property. There already is a building that exists on the M-1 side so looking to expand the zoning for the whole parcel across the vacated alley. They would like the whole parcel to be M-1.

There was some discussion on what is permitted in the M-1 district and possible future uses of this building. There was discussion and a lot of concern of the type of uses in the M-1 district and possibly a commercial district would be better suited there.

Plan Commission approved the M-1 zoning with caution that the Village of Millbrook examine what is permitted in the M-1 district and possibly revise text to make sure there are no undesirable effects.

There was a brief discussion on what Millbrook would like and why staff did not make a recommendation. Planner Zubko stated since this was approved before she didn’t want to make a recommendation and their comprehensive plan was drafted in 2009, after this rezoning and it reflects this property being residential and not business or manufacturing. Planner Zubko also explained the process since it’s in the Village of Millbrook.
and we do all their zoning and building permits. She also explained the 1974 Countywide Zoning and suggests maybe doing a Village wide rezoning to match what’s existing and what they’d like in the future. If they proceed they would need to go through this process.

Chairman Mohr opened the meeting for public testimony.

Bob Kaho lives northwest of this structure. This used to be the township building and used to be a storage building. He stated painting businesses can be in that zoning district. What type of signage will this use allow? He’s also worried about the septic field and well. It does not suit this area to have a body shop. He’s worried about the air quality and smell and if it will affect the property values.

Jackie Kowalski, Village President thanked Mr. Kaho for coming. This is new to them as well and that’s why she is in attendance to hear the comments. Mr. Mohr suggested Mr. Kaho attend the Village Board Meeting. There was discussion about the comprehensive plan and current zoning.

With no further testimony made, Chairman Mohr closed the testimony.

Ms. Clementi asked is there a way to not vote on this project till we hear from the Village and the residents? Planner Zubko stated no as the petition is before us.

The Findings of Fact were reviewed for a rezoning, they were approved as follows:

*Existing uses of property within the general area of the property in question.* About half the property is already zoned M-1 and the other portion is zoned R-3. A house could not be built on that property and most of it is actually a vacated alley. The uses within the general area are mixed with some residential homes and the fire station adjacent to this site.

*The Zoning classification of property within the general area of the property in question.* The zoning classifications within the general area are single family residential and businesses.

*The suitability of the property in question for the uses permitted under the existing zoning classification.* The petitioners would like to rezone part of their property to M-1 to match the other zoning on this lot. This lot would be too small to do most of the activities permitted in the M-1 district but still allow smaller, less intense uses.

*The trend of development, if any, in the general area of the property in question, including changes, if any, which may have taken place since the day the property in question was in its present zoning classification.* The Zoning Board of Appeals shall not recommend the adoption of a proposed amendment unless it finds that the adoption of such an amendment is in the public interest and is not solely for the interest of the applicant. The Zoning Board of Appeals may recommend the adoption of an amendment changing the zoning classification of the property in question to any higher classification than that requested by the applicant. For the purpose of this paragraph the R-1 District shall be considered the highest classification and the M-2 District shall be considered the lowest classification. The trend of development in that area is residential mixed with businesses. Since this lot is smaller that will determine what type of uses the lot can handle therefore it would most likely have to be a less intense type of use.

*Consistency with the purpose and objectives of the Land Resource Management Plan and other adopted County or municipal plans and policies.* Rezoning this lot to Manufacturing is not consistent with the
Village of Millbrook’s plan from 2009 but this property was rezoned before they adopted their future land use plan.

With no further discussion Karen Clementi made a motion, seconded by Scott Cherry to approve the findings of fact. With a roll call vote 6-0 in favor the findings of fact were approved.

Karen Clementi made a motion to approve the rezoning, Scott Cherry seconded it. Ms. McKay feels their job is to get it cleaned up and would like to see the town rezoned to match what exists. Mr. Lecuyer stated if they wanted to follow their comprehensive plan now is the time. With a vote of 5-1 the Zoning Board of Appeals approved the rezoning. This will be moved onto Millbrook tomorrow night. The one no vote, Karen Clementi voted no in hopes the Village of Millbrook look at their zoning and comprehensive plan.

**#15-01 Nancy Austin**

Planner Zubko stated Nancy Austin is requesting to rezone about 3 acres of the 6.4 acre property located on the east side of Ashley Road, about 300 feet south of Plattville Road in order to build a house. Currently 1.82 acres on the west side is unincorporated and 4.63 acres on the east side is incorporated into Plattville. Plattville plans to annex a majority of the property so the whole parcel will be located in Plattville. There is a court case that allows municipalities to annex to a certain distance of the roadway without taking ownership. Once we figure out that number, 20 or 30 feet from the right of way the legals and plat will be drawn up and then taken to Plattville for final approval. The comprehensive plan shows this property to be agricultural so staff could not approve rezoning in un-incorporated Kendall County. The Plattville comprehensive plan calls for this property to be residential. She also stated they’re looking to build 1 house at this time but could in the future could rezone the eastern portion to R-1 also in the Village of Plattville and have access off Plattville Road. Staff recommends approval of the rezoning.

The ZPAC Committee had no objections and recommended approval. They had the same basic concerns, needing a building and well and septic permit; also approval from the township for a culvert. The Plan Commission recommended approval understanding the plan.

Chairman Mohr opened the meeting for public testimony.

Nancy Austin introduced herself and was here for questions. There was discussion on what’s annexed now verse what is not annexed and exactly what the plan is. Ms. Austin stated she is looking to rezone to build 1 home and leave the rest of the property agricultural.

There was lots of discussion on how the lots work, what is annexed and not annexed and the next steps and the fact where the home will be is to be located in the Village of Plattville.

With no further testimony made, Chairman Mohr closed the testimony.

The Findings of Fact were reviewed for a rezoning, they were approved as follows:

*Existing uses of property within the general area of the property in question. The existing uses of property within the area of this property are a single family home and agricultural farm land which would be consistent with this request.*

*The Zoning classification of property within the general area of the property in question. The zoning classifications within the general area are currently A-1 and R-1 with farms and farmhouses.*
The suitability of the property in question for the uses permitted under the existing zoning classification. The petitioners would like to rezone part of their property to R-1 in order to build a house. The property must be rezoned to build a home.

The trend of development, if any, in the general area of the property in question, including changes, if any, which may have taken place since the day the property in question was in its present zoning classification. The Zoning Board of Appeals shall not recommend the adoption of a proposed amendment unless it finds that the adoption of such an amendment is in the public interest and is not solely for the interest of the applicant. The Zoning Board of Appeals may recommend the adoption of an amendment changing the zoning classification of the property in question to any higher classification than that requested by the applicant. For the purpose of this paragraph the R-1 District shall be considered the highest classification and the M-2 District shall be considered the lowest classification. The trend of development in that area is agricultural with residential houses. The rezoning to R-1 should have little impact on further development with the area as it would be consistent with surrounding area and the Village of Plattville's future plan.

Consistency with the purpose and objectives of the Land Resource Management Plan and other adopted County or municipal plans and policies. Adding a residential home in the area is consistent with the area in Plattville.

With no further discussion Tom Lecuyer made a motion, seconded by Karen Clementi to approve the findings of fact and approve the rezoning. With a roll call vote of 6-0 were in favor and the rezoning was approved.

#14-40 Subdivision Control Regulations- Letters of Credit
Planner Zubko stated in trying to clean up some items the PBZ Department discovered in our revisions to the subdivision control regulations in 2011 we changed the language to only allow letters of credit. Per the County Code (55 ILCS 5/5-1123 and 55 ILCS 5/5-1041) as well as the Public Construction Bond Act (30 ILCS 550/3) we must accept bonds as well as letters of credit. This language will clean this item up for future subdivisions. The SAO has also looked over the language. All the committees have approved this text amendment.

Donna McKay made a motion to approve the text as presented, Scott Cherry seconded the motion. With a roll call vote all were in favor and this will be moved onto the next PBZ meeting.

#14-37 Home Occupations- Landscape Business
Planner Angela Zubko stated the PBZ staff has had some issues of having landscape businesses in residential districts and operating as a home occupation. She currently only knows of 2 operating legally with a home occupation so those would be grandfathered in. Planner Zubko has added two definitions to allow landscape business verse a landscape business for lawn care only. So anyone cutting their neighbors lawn will not be in violation. All the committees have approved this text amendment and Plan Commission made some changes to this.

Donna McKay asked about snow removal as there are many people in the County who have plows on their trucks. This was briefly discussed and decided snow removal is different than a landscape business.

Donna McKay made a motion with Claire’s recommendations, Scott Cherry seconded the motion. With a roll call vote all were in favor and this will be moved onto the next PBZ meeting.
REVIEW PBZ APPROVALS BY COUNTY BOARD & CHANGES
None- just variances in January

NEW BUSINESS/OLD BUSINESS –
Randy Mohr thanked Planner Zubko in all her efforts, all others did as well.

PUBLIC COMMENT: There were no members in the audience to comment.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS- Next meeting will be on June 1, 2015
Tom LeCuyer made a motion to adjourn the ZBA meeting, Donna McKay seconded the motion. Chairman Randy Mohr adjourned the Zoning Board of Appeals meeting at 7:57 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,
Angela L. Zubko
Planning & Zoning Manager & Recording Secretary